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Abstract: This paper present the architecture of web site with different techniques used 
for optimize the performance of loading the web content. The architecture presented here 
is for e-commerce site developed on windows with MVC, IIS and Micosoft SQL Server. 
Caching the data is one technique used by the browsers, by the web servers itself or by 
proxy servers. Caching the data is made without the knowledge of users and need to 
provide to user the more recent information from the server. This means that caching 
mechanism has to be aware of any modification of data on the server. There are different 
information’s presented in e-commerce site related to products like images, code of 
product, description, properties or stock.   
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1. Introduction 
 
The architecture of a modern e-commerce web site can look like in the figure 1. 

Figure 1. The architecture of web site with database access. 
When a web client need information stored in database, web client send a request to the 
IIS Server. IIS Server try to resolve this query. If for resolving the query it needs data from 
database, it will query the Sql Server. Sql Server will execute the query and the data is 
returned to IIS Server. IIS Server will respond back to the web client. The main goal is to 
present real information to client as quick as possible. 
E-commerce site consists of a list of products with their own properties, descriptions, price, 
stock and reviews presented to users in a different format like list, grid, group or individual. 
This products are defined inside a database with their specific properties. Some of their 
properties are changing during the time more or less often. Usually the code of a product, 
the name or images are not changing, but the stock can change very quickly.  
This paper will describe the cache mechanism which exists and how it can help us to 
reduce the time spend for receiving the data.  
 
 2. Cache mechanism 
 
Cache, which is pronounced "cash" (not "catch" or "cashay"), stores recently used 
information so that it can be quickly accessed at a later time. Computers incorporate 
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several different types of caching in order to run more efficiently, thereby improving 
performance. Common types of caches include browser cache, disk cache, memory 
cache, and processor cache. (cache, 2016) 
Web client users are using browsers for web site navigations, like Internet Explorer, 
Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, Microsoft Edge and so on. These browsers have their own 
cache mechanism which is used every time when a user request a page, an image, a 
script file or other content. If the content was previously cached and did not expired, or was 
not modified the content will be loaded from cache instead of receiving it back from the 
server. The browser can test if the content of cache has expired, or can test if exists on 
server a new version.  
Every information in cache has a fingerprint, a time to live limit period, and the date and 
time when the information was cached. Based on these information browser can know if 
the information can be received from cache or it is necessary to ask the server for a new 
content. Even if the content has expired or not the browser can check with server if a new 
version of that content is stored on server. HTTP protocol permit this kind of checking, and 
a message of 304 means that there is not a new version on the server, so content can be 
served from cache. (10 Status Code Definitions, 2016). Not all browser verify if the content 
has been changed on the server if the time to live has not been expired. 

Fig.2. The response for an image request sent it to the server, which contain the image, 
and the fingerprint in ETag field. The message have 29.82 Kilobytes. 

Fig. 3. A new request for the same image. If-None-Match field contain the fingerprint. The 
message contain only 162 bytes. 

Fig. 4. The content has not been modified response, for the same fingerprint. 
The response header to a request can contain a Cache-Control field which instruct the web 
browser and other parties wat to do with the response. This field can contain the following 
data: no-cache,public,max-age=86400. No-cache instruct web browser to check with the 
server if no new content is available each time the user need that content. Public instruct 
poxies and browser that they could cache. Private instruct the web server that the content 
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can be cached, and instruct proxies that the content should not be cached. Max-age 
instruct the period of time in seconds for content to be cached. 86400 second means 24 
hours or 1 day. These settings according with documentation of IIS can be specified by 
web config at root level of the site or at root level of a folder. 
Also web applications can use client side storage like localStorage or sessionStorage for 
caching content in modern browsers.  
A reverse cache sits in front of one or more web servers and web applications, 
accelerating requests from the Internet,[4] reducing peak web server load. (Web cache, 
2016) This is also known as a reverse position system. Microsoft Internet Security and 
Acceleration Server (ISA Server) can be used in a windows architecture as a reverse 
position system for web cache. This server will be between web client and IIS Server. 
IIS Server has its own mechanism for caching data.  

The content of web site is divided in static content and dynamic content. Static content is 
the content which is not changed from one request to another. An example of static 
content is HTML pages or images. Dynamic content is the content which can change from 
one request to another. An example of dynamic content are given from pages with content 
from a database source, like a page with a report for all invoices. As new invoices are 
created in the system, the content of the page has to be updated. 

 
Fig. 5. Enabling caching for a site. 

There are two modes of working with cache in IIS: user mode cache and kernel mode 
cache. These mode can be set at IIS Server level or can be adjusted for every site, 
depending on our needs. There are two significant differences between user-mode and 
kernel-mode output cache.The kernel-mode output cache does not support modules and 
features that must run in user mode, such as authentication or authorization.The kernel-
mode output cache supports the varyByHeaders attribute, but not varyByQuerystring . 
(Configure IIS 7 Output Caching, 2016) 

 
In IIS we need to define rules for wat we want to be cached. For example to cache jpg 
images we have to do two things: activate the cache setting and define a rule for wat and 
how to cache. 

 
Fig. 6. Define rule for wat type of files we want to be cached. 
Dynamic content usually is obtain by combining some html elements and records from a 
database. Than the content is rendered and a html page is obtained and is placed in 
output cache. This kind of content is generated based on a query string send by the web 
client. In case on MVC application there is a method which is called by parameters. The 
output provided by these method can be cached on server if the method is prefixed with 
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[OutputCache] directive. An example of using this directive with VarByParam is the 
following  
[OutputCache(Duration = 3600, VaryByParam = "idArboreDetail;idProdus")] 

public ActionResult Produse(string idArboreDetail, string idProdus) 

 {….} 

In this example the IIS Server will cache a copy of the rendered content based on the 
values of parameters idArboreDetail and idProdus for a period of one hour. 
Using this directive can be useful when we want a list of products, because the IIS Server 
does not have to make a query to the database server each time a user open the web 
page, if the description of the products are not so variable during a period of time. In we 
want a page with description of products and information regarding stock availability which 
we want to be in real time, the things are different. This directive cannot do all the job for 
us. 
 
Data caching is an operation which consists in storing data obtain after a querying the 
database server in a different place which has to be more accessible to users than 
querying one more time the server. Often this place, is the RAM Memory of the server. 
Database caching is a process included in the design of computer applications which 
generate web pages on-demand (dynamically) by accessing backend databases. 
(Database caching, 2016) 
Microsoft SQL Server  is a relational database engine which is used for storing relational 
data. Many e-commerce site are using databases for storing different types of data. There 
are more database providers, and one of them is Microsoft with its SQL database server.  
When we are using relational database server, information are spread across one or more 
tables connected each other with relations. When we need data from databases we need 
to query by using SELECT command to obtain this data. SELECT command can use JOIN 
operations to combine records from different tables and the results is define by specifying 
fields name or different kind of expressions. This operation of combining records and 
expressions evaluations are time consuming. The amount of time used by the processors 
and the other hardware components depends by the complexity of database logic and by 
the power of computer. When we are taking about internet application where the number of 
concurrent users can vary during the time, and we do not know how many of them will try 
to access the same piece of information in the same moment of time, it is very important to 
be as efficient as possible.  
SqlDependency is ideal for caching scenarios, where your ASP.NET application or middle-
tier service needs to keep certain information cached in memory. SqlDependency allows 
you to receive notifications when the original data in the database changes so that the 
cache can be refreshed. (Microsoft, 2016) 
3. Conclusion 
Cache mechanism is used for speeding web page load, and also can be used for reduce 
the overload of the IIS server or SQL server. The use of data caching can improve SQL 
Server performance by also reducing the number of locks acquired by the server. SQL 
Dependency class represent one solution for data caching. 
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